
Move Transport with
ePOD Mobile App

• Connect with low-tech 
ground carriers

• Access real-time
shipment details 

• Get digital proof of 
delivery  

• Protect customer
service levels

• Get direct-to-ERP 
transport data 

• Automate booking and 
check-calls

Challenge 
Major, modern providers of ground 
transportation deploy advanced, 
interconnected GPS systems and 
other technology to keep everyone 
aware of delivery information, 
location and status in real time. But 
what about the thousands of other, 
more low-tech providers of ground 
transportation around the world? 

With a global ground and handling 
services sector projected to reach 
$37B by 2025, and significant 
economic and infrastructure growth 
in developing countries, you can’t 
always count on ground carriers 
being GPS-enabled or otherwise 
technically robust. This lack of 
location and data sharing is a big 
problem. It means when shippers 
step outside of the major providers, 
they oftentimes can’t get a true 
status update, either for themselves 
or their customer. 

The lack of connectivity does more 
than just frustrate status efforts. 
Other functions made possible by the 
digitization of ground transportation 
operations are also impeded. These 
include transactional functions such 
as booking, electronic signatures and 

proof of delivery validations. But how 
can we connect and track these 
low-tech ground carriers at all? 
Much less aggregate their data into 
a visibility solution or ERP.

Solution 
Elemica Move™ Transport with ePOD 
Mobile App brings these data-dark 
ground carriers into the light through 
commonly accessible mobile 
technology that’s not dependent 
on GPS devices or a robust IT 
environment. Through a simple app 
that can be downloaded to almost 
any common mobile device around 
the world, the ePOD Mobile App 
lets truck drivers enter key status 
information, attach cargo images 
and documents, collect eSignatures 
and more.

The data collected from the driver 
is fully visible in Elemica's Trace 
shipment visibility solution, allowing 
users to track shipments and recall 
shipment details, receive and share 
electronic Proof of Delivery (POD) 
validations and ensure that potential 
issues are noticed and corrected 
before they become customer 
service problems. By involving the 
driver in the data collection process, 

you receive feedback directly from 
customers in real-time.

 The ePOD Mobile App also arms 
your enterprise with valuable data 
relating to these low-tech ground 
carriers. You’ll be able to better 
assess ground carrier performance, 
giving you an advantage in vendor 
review and negotiation. And users 
can feel confident in the quality and 
usability of the data, with the ability 
to configure milestones, reason 
codes and response options as best 
fits their enterprise.

This powerful app lets ground transportation 
providers without fleet Global Positioning 
Systems (GPS) share status and location 
to fuel your visibility initiatives.

Freight Cost Management 

Time Slot Management

QuickLink Email Move

Transport with ePOD Mobile App

Transportation Execution
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Terminal and Warehouse Visibility

ProcessWeaver



FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT ELEMICA.COM

+1 484 253 4674

Elemica transforms supply chains by replacing manual and complex approaches with efficient and reliable ones. The world’s 

leading business network for process-intensive industries, we drive bottom line results by promoting reduced cost of operations,

faster process execution, automation of key business processes, removal of transactional barriers and seamless information

flow between trading partners. 
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Get real-time shipment 
status and location 
information from ground 
carriers whose fleets are 
not GPS-enabled

Establish a real-time data 
feed between your ERP 
and this hard-to-integrate 
class of carrier

Save between $15–$20 
per shipment through 
streamlined carrier 
communication

Protect service levels 
through greater awareness 
of delivery status and 
potential exceptions 

Improve supply chain 
insights, connectivity and 
analytics in developing 
nations and regions

Onboard low-tech ground 
carriers quickly and in a way 
that demands no training, 
technical skill or IT investment

Easy-to-use carrier portal that facilitates 
quality data in a timely manner when it’s 
most useful

Data normalization capability via configurable 
milestone, reason codes, responses and other 
common transactional values 

Direct data relay between the Elemica Move™ 
ePOD Mobile App and your ERP system

Quick-install application available for 
download in 200+ countries and an unlimited 
number of ground transport providers

Electronic Proof of Delivery (POD), signatures, 
delivery feedback and access to other critical 
service-related data 

Automated ground-carrier transactions 
such as delivery booking and check-calls 

Transport with ePOD Mobile App
At a Glance

Features Benefits


